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OECD CONFERENCE
MANAGING AN INTERNATIONAL KNOWLEDGE BASE

By Alain Bravo, Alcatel

In a conference dedicated to “Benchmarking Industry-Science Relationships”, it is
good to remember Lord Kelvin’s saying:

“If you cannot measure it, then it is no science”

But it is mandatory to clarify first the genuine natures of Science and of Industry
respectively.

At the very beginning of this XXIst century, globalization creates a new framework
particularly in the domain of Information and Communication technologies.

In this light and based on Alcatel worldwide experience, some initiatives may be
suggested for collaborative R & D programs and policy areas.

*
*         *

1. SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY FUNDAMENTALS

Science in Latin, French, English, means “knowledge” and is principally understood
as representing body of facts, principles and methods, as derived from experimental
observation and measurements.

But if Science is a rigorous discipline,
which sometimes rests upon extremely
sophisticated formalism (e.g. general
relativity, super-string theory…), it is also
based on imagination and pure intuition.
We all know about Archimede’s Eureka,
when taking his bath. Are we sure that the
ring-molecule of benzene was not thought
of by Kekulé Von Stradonitz after a
dream?

Following this line of thinking, good science should never be rushed nor under
pressure. It takes time and sometimes years to find things out and especially new
things. Big discoveries generally happen without notice and preparation.

On the Spot, then, the scientist has to rush to be first team to publish the key papers
before the competing labs working on the same subject do so in his place. Who in
this audience has never heard of this? This is what happened with optical fiber
amplifiers, to take an example.
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The absence of time constraints, with the aforementioned exception, doesn’t mean
that science cannot rapidly look at things in depth and commit to produce fast results
immediately applicable for practical transfer.

Moreover, let’s not forget that an important mission of the scientist, beyond the
primary goal of developing knowledge is to foster, promote and teach science and its
proper use. The teaching aspect, which every year entices young generations into
science and engineering careers is fundamental. Engineers cannot be good if the
school system does not make them first good scientists, with proper knowledge of
physical laws and reliance that they can apply them properly.

All this being said, it is clear that science has nothing to do with product definition
and fabrication, this is the job of industry.

However, there is an endless list of applications of fundamental laws of science that
shaped people’s life in the XXth century, which now represents our “technology
heritage”: aerodynamics of airplanes, physics of semiconductors, and so forth.

This heritage explains the common link in people’s mind between “science” and
“technology”.

When coming to industry, it must be clear that the focus shifts to “know-how” for
exploiting science and technology through an engineering approach.

Industry has to constantly innovate by bringing technologies to their apex. The
standards and practices of industry aim to guarantee that the innovation will be
product/process compatible and customer/market timely.

It is important not to minimize also that, besides the channel of innovation,
breakthroughs are sometimes more re-discoveries, i.e. taking some old blueprints
out of the closet.

Thus the Science-Industry relationship is a new play of the well-known scenario
“exploration versus exploitation”.

In this respect, some simple but fundamental remarks should be made:

- An “egg and chicken”, and so useless, issue is whether industry should now lead
science, by opposition to an old time when science led industry.

- Academics have to become increasingly aware of industry trends and
applications.

- R & D engineers have to watch constantly for fast transfer of applicable science.

Based on these principles, Alcatel has just created its Alcatel Technical Academy
and I want to pay my tribute to Emmanuel Desurvire, its director, for the above
comments. This academy is going to gather a great diversity of personality and
talents, with a wide geographical presence.

Independently but similarly, when looking at Framework Programs and eEurope
initiative, one may insist on a fair management of their complementarities.
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2. GLOBALISATION

In the deal between science and industry,
science has always been more global
than industry as Nobel Prize owners’
nationalities show.

In the telecommunications business, the
International Telecommunications Union
has set up rules for standardization since
the XIX th century. This was mainly for the
purpose of global services through
interoperability of national networks.

Since the beginning of telecom network liberalization and the convergence of
voice/data/multimedia services, as from the 80’s, standardization has become a
must and has allowed the emergence of the oxymoronic concept of “global village”.

Through the very proactive pull of fora as IETF, consortia as W3C, platforms as
3GPP or working groups as IMT 2000, all the constituencies of manufacturers and
operators are setting the grounds for an harmonized world-wide market.

The ambition of companies such as Alcatel is then to achieve world leadership, and
industrial research must be carried out with a global perspective.

Industrial research units are located all over the world in order to maximize the mix of
transfer-to-development ability, market environment, skills availability  and academic
partnerships.

The consequence is twofold:
- Europe, USA and Asia/Pacific have to become an open playing field ;
- Coordination is needed to manage an international knowledge base.

A cluster of specific scientific skills like optoelectronics, radio, software can only be
assessed on a global basis, taking account of partnership contribution.

The existence of centers of excellence with ambitious medium to long term projects
influences the decision of presence. These centers of excellence are often set up
from a local geographical perspective as is the case in the French Optics Valley, to
the South of Paris with more than 80 companies, around 7500 jobs and 3 b€ in 2000.
Another example that Alcatel is developing is the embedded Software Center in
Texas Dallas with UTD and TI.

g l o b a l compet i t iveness

of  the industry
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Of course, each party  - industrial
research unit, center of excellence –
establishes its international network for
creating its virtual worldwide web of
excellence.
So global competitiveness pushes from
two opposite directions:

- Each regional industry needs to seed
industry/academies/SME’s involvement inside local
valleys, corridors, plateau and other innovative co-
coons. This is generally the focus of national
administration with their national priorities, or of
regional institutions for regional integration.

- Management of an international knowledge base requires actions for developing
cross participation in major regional RTD frameworks and also for opening
access to regional RTD frameworks for local subsidiaries of international
companies.

In this context, Alcatel as a company is organized in such a way that:

- Each research center has the autonomy to deal with the representatives of their
country’s Research Ministry, in Europe, North America and soon Asia-Pacific.

- Coordination is handled at worldwide level in the Corporate Research Center
through an External Affairs Direction,

- At corporate level there is an International, Government and Regulatory Affairs
Direction, representing Alcatel towards international organisations like ITU, in fora
such as ISOC and GBDe (Global Business Dialogue on E-Commerce) and in
regional Industry Associations for instance EICTA in Europe and TIA in the US.

3 – COLLABORATIVE R & D PROGRAMS

ICT Companies often requires collaboration in R & D. Some of the reasons for this
are:

- it helps share the very high cost
investment needed for R & D in
the industry (more than  10 % of
sales in 1999) ;

- It helps build up new ideas as
well as stimulate quick transfer
from fundamental research to the
industry, and is therefore a good
channel for innovation ;

- It helps optimize the use of human resources, which is becoming a real problem
especially in ICT ;

- It is useful to share technological risks at the early developmental stage of
technologies and architectures ;
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- It helps elaborate a technical base for standards through medium and long term
research with a critical mass ;

- It is useful to provide a convenient European-wide harmonized framework (legal,
financial, administrative, intellectual) for collaboration ;

- It triggers the awareness of the market.

Alcatel is involved in two types of collaboration:

1. Bilateral collaboration, mainly with research institutes and universities (around 50
in all regions), with the objective either of finding a specific expertise, or of
balancing skills allocation from seed/advanced research to innovation ;

2. Collaboration via national or European
R & D programs (beyond 70 projects),
more and more when they are focused
on advanced platforms/fields trials and
demonstrators, or when they fund high
risk/high impact projects relying on key
enabling technologies.

In the Science-industry deal, SME’s have a specific role to play along with large
industrial companies, universities and research institutes: SME’s (including start-ups
and spin-offs) may act fast and flexibly to introduce leading edge products on the
market place. In innovation systems, large firms and SME’s play different, but
complementary roles. Large firms have the critical mass often required for R & D, in
terms of resources, technologies and market power.

Collaborative R & D programs are a privileged mechanism involving all the actors of
R & D to amplify their complementarity. In the European 5th Framework program as
well as in the French RNRT program, statistics show that between 25 % and 30% of
funds are allocated to SME’s: this is significant, this is required, this seems to be
reasonable.

Final comment about collaborative programs is that focused and medium term
projects contribute to increase the training of highly skilled researchers and
engineers in Europe. This is another valuable asset relevant to the current debate of
skills shortage, especially in ICT sector.

4 – COORDINATED POLICY AREAS

In the light of the above observations, it seems that two main issues have presently
to be addressed:

a) Revision of rules on State aid for R & D
In 1994 the GATT set ceilings to R & D aid at a worldwide level and prescribed
the definition of R & D. These rules of the GATT (now WTO) expired on
December 31st, without any continuation agreed.
Incidently, in the present context, it can be noted that the percentage of business
R & D expenditure financed by government is much lower in the EU than in the
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US (9.2% versus 14.5% in 1998 – source: Main Science & Technology Indicators
– OECD 1999).

The issue of public support to R & D should therefore be addressed in the WTO
with the objective of creating a level playing field worldwide.

b) Patentability of software related inventions.
Software has become very important for the added value of ICT products and
services. According to OECD’s Frascati Manual, software development should be
classified as R & D if its completion depends on “the development of a scientific
and/or technological advance” and if its aim is “the resolution of a scientific and/or
technological uncertainty on a systematic basis”.

The mere transformation of an otherwise known business method to be carried
out by a computer or corresponding technical means does not constitute an
inventive step as required for patentability.

Harmonized Practice in the WTO has to be ensured: this means that, for
Europe’s ICT industry, it is first of all mandatory to converge Patent law in the
same direction as in the US, Japan and now in South Korea.

*
*      *

As a conclusion,

- Good science is exploration, good industry is exploitation and the new deal
between Science and Industry has to be based on more market awareness and
more result transfer ;

- Globalization needs to ensure at the same time bionic cocoons of excellence and
open playing field of global knowledge management;

- Collaborative R & D programs are well suited to ICT industry dynamics, and are
of benefit to research institutes, universities, large companies and SME’s ;

- State aid for R & D and Software Patenting require enhanced policy coordination.

Finally, as far as ICT are concerned, science and industry are already teaming up for
the XXIst century.


